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It has been three decades and more than a million sold since the GSX-R line was born. More
than 17 years since the GSX-R transformed the open sportbike class. It embodies the life work
of Suzuki engineers who are passionate about the GSX-R and its place in motorcycle history. It
is the most powerful, hardest-accelerating, cleanest-running GSX-R ever built. It is also the
most compact, the most aerodynamic and the best-handling GSX-R, with smoother throttle
response and better combustion efficiency. Above all, it is a GSX-R. Built to run right and be
reliable, designed to help make everybody a better rider. Both versions come fully equipped for
the street, ready for licensing. The discussion went from there. The fundamental capabilities
that make a great sportbike were distilled down to three words: Run. Make the GSX-R run better,
turn better and stop better than any other sportbike. Run: Build a more compact and lighter
engine with class-leading power, delivered smoothly and controllably across a broad rpm
range, equally suited for driving hard out of a racetrack corner or accelerating effortlessly onto
a public highway. Turn and Stop: Design a more compact chassis delivering nimble handling
with excellent front-end feel and braking, as useful for trail-braking on the racetrack as for
rolling into tight corners on a country road. In short, develop an unmatched combination of
reliability, durability, usability and overall performance with excellent racing potential in a
package that works as well for street riders as it does for track-day riders and amateur or
professional racers. The work was in the details. Engine dimensions, shape, and positioning
affect wheelbase and swingarm length and overall handling, as well as the room available for
the fuel tank and air cleaner box and ram-air intake ducts and the width of the frame itself. The
frame and chassis design can equally affect engine design, packaging and positioning,
including cylinder angle and the throttle body downdraft angle--which in turn can affect
combustion efficiency and throttle response and overall performance. Cue the Suzuki Integrated
Design approach, with a dedicated team of talented engine, chassis, electronic and
aerodynamic engineers working together on the overall design of a groundbreaking sportbike.
The design team quickly settled on basic engine design goals. The engine would rev higher and
make more peak horsepower, while maintaining excellent low-to-mid-range power and drive.
The details started with bore and stroke of 76 mm x Followed by a valve train developed in
MotoGP competition, using thinner-wall, hollow camshafts operating lighter, F1-style pivoting
finger followers. Each finger follower is 6 grams lighter than a conventional bucket tappet 10
grams vs. The lighter moving mass allows maximum engine rpm and valve lift to be increased
while improving valve response and maintaining accurate valve control. Finger followers
positioned between the valves and the cam lobes are by nature thicker than the top of
conventional bucket tappets. To minimize the resulting increase in overall cylinder head height,
conventional aluminum valve spring retainers are replaced with thinner, steel valve spring
retainers. The exhaust valves are made out of titanium instead of steel, are slightly smaller
measuring 24 mm instead of 25 mm and are lighter by 8. But exploiting the higher engine speed
and increasing the high-rpm power without affecting lower and mid-rpm power presented a
challenge. The valve timing needed for higher peak power also reduces mid-range and
lower-rpm power. GSX-R models have long used a servo-operated Suzuki Exhaust Tuning SET
butterfly valve built into the mid-pipe to help maximize torque throughout the rpm range by
optimizing back pressure based on engine rpm, throttle position and gear position. A header
balance tube connects the head pipes for cylinders 1 and 4, and another header balance tube
connects the head pipes for cylinders 2 and 3, a design feature that normally increases
high-rpm power at the expense of mid-range and lower-rpm power. Suzuki engineers added a
servo-operated SET-A butterfly valve in each header balance tube, which remains closed to
enhance mid-range and low-rpm power, then opens at high rpm to add significant top-end
power. Each forged aluminum piston has short skirts and cutaway sides to reduce weight and
friction, a DLC-coated wrist pin to reduce friction and a carefully shaped piston dome to
increase compression while also enhancing combustion efficiency. The L-shaped upper
compression ring is pushed out against the cylinder wall by combustion pressure, reducing
blow-by and improving sealing. The oil control ring features a chrome-nitride coating, which is
harder and smoother than conventional chrome plating, reducing friction, increasing durability,
and also enhancing sealing. Each one has a single butterfly valve controlled by an advanced
electronic engine management system, and each cylinder is fed by two ultra-fine-atomization
hole injectors. One injector is mounted at a steep angle in the throttle body itself and operates
any time the engine is running. The TFI showerhead injector delivers additional fuel in an
improved spray pattern designed to enhance combustion efficiency, throttle response and
top-end power. As the rider turns the handlebar twist grip, the ECM reads throttle position,
crankshaft position and rpm, gear position, front and rear wheel speed, IMU position, and
exhaust oxygen content. The system then opens or closes the throttle body butterfly valves and
increases or reduces the amount of fuel injected to maximize intake charge velocity and

produce the most efficient and complete combustion possible. The result is more linear throttle
response along with more power, more torque and reduced emissions across the rev range. The
S-DSI system delivers advantages of variable-length intake funnels or velocity stacks without
extra weight, complexity, or cost. The S-DSI funnels use a stacked, dual-stage design, with a
longer funnel positioned over a short funnel, and a gap in between. The dual-stage S-DSI
funnels are fitted to cylinders 1 and 4, with conventional funnels fitted to cylinders 2 and 3.
Shorter conventional funnels are better for high-rpm power and longer conventional funnels are
better for low and mid-range power. Thanks to the physics of air flow, S-DSI funnels provide the
best of both, acting like a longer funnel at low and mid rpm, and acting like a shorter funnel at
higher rpm. At low and mid rpm, most of the air flows through the longer, upper funnel into the
short funnel, increasing low-end and mid-range power. At higher rpm, more air flows around the
base of the longer upper funnel and directly into the short lower funnel, increasing top-end
power. Using two S-DSI funnels and two conventional funnels helps produce a broader
powerband and a seamless transition from low and mid-range into the high-rpm range. The
pistons are carried by chrome-molybdenum steel connecting rods with a carburized surface
treatment to increase strength. Cutouts in the sides of the cylinder bores below the piston
stroke allow air trapped underneath each descending piston to quickly escape to adjacent
cylinders where pistons are rising. The cutouts minimize internal crankshaft air-pressure
resistance to downward piston movement, reducing mechanical power loss, and contributing to
better ring seal. Careful design of internal passageways increased the rate at which coolant
flows through the cylinder head and dramatically improved heat transfer. A higher-capacity
radiator equipped with dual fans helps make the cooling system more efficient even with a
smaller volume of coolant, contributing to weight reduction. But the gears are redesigned to
handle the power increase. The S-CAS design automatically reduces pressure on the plates,
increasing slip and limiting back-torque , during deceleration, downshifts and hard braking on
the racetrack. The system also reduces slip by increasing mechanical pressure on the plates
during acceleration, allowing the use of lighter clutch springs and making it easier to pull in the
clutch lever. The result is strong, linear power and enhanced acceleration throughout the rpm
range. Unlike complicated systems used by other manufacturers, the SR-VVT system is simpler,
more compact, and lighter. The system is built into the intake cam sprocket and an adjacent
guide plate, using 12 steel balls positioned between slanted radial grooves in the intake cam
sprocket and straight radial grooves in the guide plate attached directly to the camshaft. As
centrifugal force moves the balls outward at high rpm, the offset grooves align, rotating the
position of the cam sprocket on the camshaft and retarding intake cam timing, adding
significantly to high-rpm power. The beauty of the SR-VVT system is in its compact simplicity,
light weight, reliability and seamless operation. Centrifugal force is constantly produced when
the engine is running, and is free in that it does not use power that could otherwise turn the rear
wheel. For more than a decade, racers have not been able to feel when the system moved to
change the valve timing. What they have been able to feel is a seamless, significant increase in
high-rpm power, without sacrificing any low or mid-range. And the system is built into existing
parts, takes up no extra room in the engine, with a minimal weight increase. Monitoring these
motorcycle motions in real time allows traction, braking and cornering control to be more
precise and effective. The power mode and level of TCS intervention can be changed while
riding, as long as the throttle is closed. The Motion Track TCS continuously monitors front and
rear wheel speed, throttle position, crankshaft position, gear position, and motorcycle motion,
and quickly reduces engine power output when a loss of traction is detected or predicted.
Power output is controlled by managing ignition timing and throttle valve position. Motion Track
TCS reads sensor input every 4-milliseconds 0. Modes are designed for racetrack riding; Modes
are designed for street riding; and Modes are designed for slippery road conditions. Modes
allow some rear-wheel spin on the racetrack, for the experienced rider who prefers minimal
electronic intervention. When the motorcycle reaches a specific lean angle, the system softens
the throttle response and power delivery for easier control using the throttle twist grip. When
wheel spin or slide is detected, the system immediately reduces power. Modes are designed for
slippery road conditions, and the system activates earlier than in other modes. The instrument
panel indicates what Mode has been selected, and a light shows when Motion Track TCS
intervention is active. The system makes it easier to pull away from a standstill or maneuver in
heavy traffic or through a crowded parking lot. The dual processor ECM also runs a one-touch
Suzuki Easy Start system, and an idle-speed system, which improves cold starting, reduces
cold-start emissions and stabilizes engine idle under various conditions, based on coolant
temperature. The quick shift system allows the rider to upshift smoothly and quickly at full
throttle, without closing the throttle. The system automatically interrupts power delivery just
long enough between 50 and 75 milliseconds, depending upon the sensitivity adjustment to

unload the transmission gear dogs and allow a clean upshift, producing smoother, almost
uninterrupted acceleration. For quicker and smoother downshifts without manually blipping the
throttle twist grip or using the clutch, the system automatically opens the throttle valves just
enough to increase rpm and match engine speed to the next-lower gear ratio. The quick shift
system monitors shift-linkage stroke and shift-cam rotation as well as engine rpm. The previous
generation GSX-R has won many national and world championship races and titles around the
world. But professional racers asked for more front-end feel and feedback under racing
conditions. To find the room to reduce the distance from the front axle to the swingarm pivot,
the engineers reduced the forward angle at which the cylinders are inclined from vertical, from
32 degrees to 26 degrees. That made the engine shorter from the front of the cylinder head to
the rear of the crankcases, and provided the room. But re-routing the oil passageways in the
crankcases made the engine 6. The frame is 60 mm wider and stronger at the rear engine
mounts, reducing vibration. The design eliminates the internal cartridge assembly used in
conventional forks and instead uses a larger piston riding against the inside wall of the inner
fork tube itself. The design responds well to small bumps with more effective compression
damping, especially during hard braking on the racetrack. BPF forks feature adjustable rebound
damping, compression damping and spring preload. Both improve cornering traction by
delivering smoother, more controlled travel and doing a better job of dealing with pavement
imperfections. Brembo stainless steel brake discs are 10 mm larger in diameter, measuring mm.
The Brembo T-drive floating mounts are lighter yet have more contact area between the disc
and inner carrier, requiring fewer mounts 10 than conventional mounts alone 12 , minimizing the
weight gain from the larger discs. But T-drive mounts can also produce an audible rattle in
certain conditions. Conventional spring-loaded pin mounts are slightly heavier and produce a
smaller contact area, but are quieter. Using a combination of T-drive and pin mounts reduces
rattle as well as requiring fewer mounting points. The rear brake system uses a single-piston
caliper and a mm disc. The end of the front brake lever is slotted to reduce the chance that wind
pressure will induce brake drag at high speed. Light-weight, 6-spoke cast aluminum wheels
contribute to nimble handling and sporty appearance. The lower leading edge of the fairing
nose directs air into Suzuki Ram-Air Direct SRAD intake ducts, which have a smoother internal
shape that increases the flow of pressurized air into the air cleaner box. The fairing radiator
cowl projects forward on each side, directing more cooling air into the radiator itself. The shape
of the front fender increases down force, smoothes the flow of cooling air into the radiator and
increases the air reaching the front brake calipers. The bodywork has a more connected flow
line from the fairing nose to the tail section. It has a smaller frontal projected area and smoother
wind-tunnel-developed lines, reducing the coefficient of drag and also reducing lift at racetrack
speeds. And it directs the air flow to improve engine and brake cooling while also increasing
down force, rider wind protection, and engine efficiency. Which means that besides looking
great, the bodywork also helps the GSX-R run, turn, and stop on the racetrack. Using IMU input,
the Motion Track Brake System reduces rear-wheel lift during very hard braking on the
racetrack, and is especially effective on downhill sections of track. Please always ride at a safe
speed for road and weather conditions, including while cornering. The upper rear shock mount
is moved back by 48 mm and down by 20 mm, making room for a race team to install a modified
fuel tank for longer-distance events. An aluminum swingarm is braced on both sides instead of
on one, to improve weight and rigidity balance. The riding positionâ€”defined by the relative
positioning of the footpegs, the seat and the handlebarsâ€”is unchanged. The fuel tank is
narrower and sleeker, making it easier for the rider to move from side to side and quickly
change direction on a racetrack. The tank is also easier for the rider to grip with their knees
while entering hard-braking corners on the racetrack, and the shape of the tank flows
seamlessly into the seat and tail section. The BFF system equalizes or balances oil pressure
above and below the solid internal piston as it moves, pushing oil out of the fork leg or shock
and through damping circuits that run to the other side of the piston, where it is drawn back into
the fork leg or shock. Both models have an automatic steering damper. The ECM monitors
wheel speed and uses a solenoid to move a tapered needle in an oil passageway to adjust oil
flow, increasing damping force at higher speeds and reducing damping force for lighter steering
at lower speeds. Once launch control is selected using a switch on the right handlebar, the
system engages special maps controlling throttle valve opening and ignition timing. The system
monitors throttle twist grip position, throttle valve position, engine rpm, gear position, front
wheel speed, and rear wheel speed. At the moment of launch, the system is set to hold the
engine at ideal rpm for an effective launch. Once the clutch lever is released and the clutch
engaged, rpm is no longer limited but throttle opening is controlled to keep the engine at the
ideal torque for strong acceleration. The launch control system not only helps the rider get a
good initial launch, but also helps reduce the need to close the throttle twist grip prematurely. It

does so by working with Motion Track TCS and controlling throttle valve opening and ignition
timing while monitoring front and rear wheel speeds. The launch control system automatically
disengages when the rider upshifts into fourth gear or closes the throttle twist grip. Using the
SDMS switch on the left handlebar, the rider can select three different mapping and engine
power delivery settings designed to match power delivery to various ambient conditions, such
as riding on different racetracks, or on tight and twisty roads, or in urban settings, or in traffic,
or on straight and open highways. The rider can change the power mode while riding, as long
as the throttle is closed. Note: Full power is available in all three modes. The low-beam and
high-beam elements are stacked, with the low beam positioned above the high beam. Both the
standard and R models feature LED elements for the vertical taillight and brake light assembly,
as well as for the license plate light. The LED license plate light is about half the size and
significantly lighter than a conventional bulb, yet produces more light and is better at resisting
vibration, allowing the rear fender assembly to be lighter. Not available in North American
market. The dash is brighter and easier to read, and incorporates SDMS mode and Motion Track
TCS level indicators as well as a fuel gauge and readouts showing instantaneous or average
fuel consumption, ambient temperature, freeze indicator and service reminders. Other features
include a relocated, more visible shift light and the usual speedometer, tachometer, odometer,
tripmeter, clock, lap time, and water temperature displays. Other indicators include neutral, high
beam, turn signal, and ABS operation. The gear position indicator is linked to a more accurate
magnetic sensor. All lights and indicators are illuminated in the photo for illustrative purposes.
The King Of Sportbikes is back, better than ever, ready to reign. It is the culmination of more
than 30 years of reliable GSX-R performance, innovation, domination and unmatched value. It is
the physical embodiment of the pride and passion and expertise and determination of a Suzuki
engineering team that loves riding and racing like life itself. Built with pride and passion in what
the name GSX-R represents. With expertise developed over more than three decades of GSX-R
performance. It is a machine designed to turn a simple expression of what really
mattersâ€”Run, Turn, Stopâ€”into the powerful combination of acceleration, cornering, and
braking that makes this the most awesome GSX-R ever produced. Air cleaner box and throttle
body. Own The Racetrack. An Integrated Design. Ride By Wire Throttle Bodies. VVT mechanism.
VVT low rpm. VVT high rpm. Broad Power System. S-DSI funnels. Air flow Image. Low rev
Range. High rev Range. SET-A valves. Packaging The Engine And Chassis. Low RPM Assist.
Suzuki Easy Start System. Bi-Directional Quick Shift System. Proven Showa Suspension.
Improved Aerodynamics. Motion Track Brake System. Photo : model. Photo: GSX-R Left control
switch. Frame GSX-R BPF forks. SHOWA rear shock. Brembo front brake disc. Brembo front
brake caliper. Photo : model Aerodynamic bodywork. Advanced Lighting And Instrumentation.
LED Headlight. Full LCD instrument cluster. Suzuki VR Experience. Suzuki Experience. Wet
sump 6-speed constant mesh 1. All rights reserved. Engine Design. Electronic Control Design.
Chassis Design. Electronic Design. This is a list of street legal production motorcycles ranked
by acceleration from a standing start , limited to 0 to 60 mph times of under 3. Concept , custom
, modified, and one-off motorcycles of any kind are not listed, nor are racing-only motorcycles.
The widely varying testing methodologies mean that, even between identical motorcycles, the
acceleration times vary. Some of these differences include: rider skill and launching technique,
measuring equipment , track surface conditions, weather, air temperature, and altitude. In Cycle
World said the Norton Dunstall From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list article.
Life, liberty and the high-speed pursuit of happiness". Cycle World. Archived from the original
on Retrieved September 4, Sport Rider. February 25, Retrieved Ferrari Italia vs. Retrieved 19
April Cycle World : 38â€” Ducati Panigale vs. Kawasaki ZXR vs. Cycle World : 41â€” Bike
Magazine. Bauer Consumer Media Ltd. July Harley-Davidson Roadster vs. Triumph Thruxton R
vs. Retrieved January 5, October 18, Top Speed. Real Classic. Archived from the original on
April 14, Yamaha FZ1 - Comparison Test". Retrieved January 15, Cycle World : February Cycle
World : 46â€” January Performance Index '15 has 0â€”60 in 3. Archived from the original PDF
on Cycle : May Retrieved 24 August Motorcycle Consumer News. Retrieved June 10, February
24, Retrieved May 10, On Two Wheels Episode 6. Motor Trend Channel. Apr 11, Archived from
the original on March 12, BMW SR vs. Yamaha FZ Comparison Review". Retrieved 14 February
Visor Down. June 25, Retrieved April 3, June Kawasaki ZX vs. Suzuki Katana vs. Milquetoast to
Mr. Cycle World : 50â€” March Road Test ", Motorcyclist , pp. Cycle : 70â€” October Retrieved
17 January Retrieved October 20, Space furthest spacecraft furthest landing on another world
furthest humans furthest travels on another world closest spacecraft to the Sun Aircraft furthest
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spaceflight Aircraft. Spaceflight records FAI records. Motorcycles and Motorcycling outline.
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Motorcycle rally List of long-distance motorcycle riders. Armor Boots Helmet Jacket.
Motorcycle club List of motorcycle clubs Motorcycle gang Colors List of outlaw motorcycle
clubs. Categories : Lists of motorcycles Transport-related lists of superlatives. Hidden
categories: All articles with dead external links Articles with dead external links from October
CS1 maint: unfit URL Subscription required using via Pages containing links to
subscription-only content Articles with short description Short description is different from
Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community
portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add links. Suzuki
Hayabusa. Triumph Thruxton R. Harley-Davidson LiveWire. Yamaha YZFR. Suzuki Bandit S.
Ducati Multistrada S. Triumph Daytona Ducati Monster S4. Aprilia RST Futura. Triumph Tiger
Explorer Moto Guzzi Griso 8V. Suzuki Boulevard MR. Triumph Trophy ps. Norton Dunstall
[note]. Indian Scout. Kawasaki H2 Mach IV [note]. CNC'd from billet aluminum with a UNI filter
elements sandwiched between two internal and external wire mesh grills. The grill is available
View full product details. Providing powerful lighting with both Integrated MotoGadget gauge
and indicator lights. The motoscope mini The new m. It is now equipped with 12 inputs and 10
outputs, replaceable high-quality This is a complete package, you need is a donor GSXR fork
and a set of rotors. Just spec the rim size you POS and Ecommerce by Shopify. Custom
Porsche Parts More to come. Featured collection. Notify me when this product is available:
Notify me when this product is available:. The grill is available in stainless or bronze. Unit is
rebuild-able so that filter element can be replaced or cleaned. Clamp locking pin is used to
securely mount the box to the carbs. Add to Cart. LED Projector 6. Providing powerful lighting
with both low and high beam. Connects to OE wiring harness with H4 connector. The metal
housing contains two internal M8 1. Clubman style headlight also features a drain hole on the
bottom of the headlight to prevent moisture build up. This has since been removed since we
shot the video. Legal for off-road use only. Made from billet T6 aluminum. All readings can be
shown in a horizontal or vertical mode. The illumination intensity is adapted automatically.
Compatible to almost all original speedometer sensors 3 wire and dry reed contact.
Alternatively, an extra speedometer sensor is always contained in the scope of supply.
Calibration of the speedometer is possible using an internal Teach Function. This enables the
m. This feature is unique for motorbike accessories. Fault diagnostics can also be performed
during operation and without having to remove the m. The secure, encrypted Keyless Go
function can also be used. It can be operated using buttons or using conventional handlebar
switches. It controls all necessary components on the vehicle while also performing fuse
functions. After the fault is rectified, the safety function is automatically reset. This is a very
simple solution for a difficult conversion. We know many have held back from an inverted fork
conversion for this very reason. Each Triple Tree includes a frame specific stem to fit your exact
bike. Adjustable steer stops save a lot of headache and allows the use of stock steer stop on
OEM frame. We will make custom stem for just about any motorcycle. This includes gauge,
LED's and all wiring to install. Once rim is selected we will make up a set of spokes and lace
them up. It has been three decades and more than a million sold since the GSX-R line was born.
More than 17 years since the GSX-R transformed the open sportbike class. It embodies the life
work of Suzuki engineers who are passionate about the GSX-R and its place in motorcycle
history. It is the most powerful, hardest-accelerating, cleanest-running GSX-R ever built. It is
also the most compact, the most aerodynamic and the best-handling GSX-R, with smoother
throttle response and better combustion efficiency. Above all, it is a GSX-R. Built to run right
and be reliable, designed to help make everybody a better rider. Both versions come fully
equipped for the street, ready for licensing. The discussion went from there. The fundamental
capabilities that make a great sportbike were distilled down to three words: Run. Make the
GSX-R run better, turn better and stop better than any other sportbike. Run: Build a more
compact and lighter engine with class-leading power, delivered smoothly and controllably
across a broad rpm range, equally suited for driving hard out of a racetrack corner or
accelerating effortlessly onto a public highway. Turn and Stop: Design a more compact chassis
delivering nimble handling with excellent front-end feel and braking, as useful for trail-braking
on the racetrack as for rolling into tight corners on a country road. In short, develop an
unmatched combination of reliability, durability, usability and overall performance with
excellent racing potential in a package that works as well for street riders as it does for
track-day riders and amateur or professional racers. The work was in the details. Engine
dimensions, shape, and positioning affect wheelbase and swingarm length and overall
handling, as well as the room available for the fuel tank and air cleaner box and ram-air intake
ducts and the width of the frame itself. The frame and chassis design can equally affect engine
design, packaging and positioning, including cylinder angle and the throttle body downdraft
angle--which in turn can affect combustion efficiency and throttle response and overall

performance. Cue the Suzuki Integrated Design approach, with a dedicated team of talented
engine, chassis, electronic and aerodynamic engineers working together on the overall design
of a groundbreaking sportbike. The design team quickly settled on basic engine design goals.
The engine would rev higher and make more peak horsepower, while maintaining excellent
low-to-mid-range power and drive. The details started with bore and stroke of 76 mm x Followed
by a valve train developed in MotoGP competition, using thinner-wall, hollow camshafts
operating lighter, F1-style pivoting finger followers. Each finger follower is 6 grams lighter than
a conventional bucket tappet 10 grams vs. The lighter moving mass allows maximum engine
rpm and valve lift to be increased while improving valve response and maintaining accurate
valve control. Finger followers positioned between the valves and the cam lobes are by nature
thicker than the top of conventional bucket tappets. To minimize the resulting increase in
overall cylinder head height, conventional aluminum valve spring retainers are replaced with
thinner, steel valve spring retainers. The exhaust valves are made out of titanium instead of
steel, are slightly smaller measuring 24 mm instead of 25 mm and are lighter by 8. But exploiting
the higher engine speed and increasing the high-rpm power without affecting lower and
mid-rpm power presented a challenge. The valve timing needed for higher peak power also
reduces mid-range and lower-rpm power. GSX-R models have long used a servo-operated
Suzuki Exhaust Tuning SET butterfly valve built into the mid-pipe to help maximize torque
throughout the rpm range by optimizing back pressure based on engine rpm, throttle position
and gear position. A header balance tube connects the head pipes for cylinders 1 and 4, and
another header balance tube connects the head pipes for cylinders 2 and 3, a design feature
that normally increases high-rpm power at the expense of mid-range and lower-rpm power.
Suzuki engineers added a servo-operated SET-A butterfly valve in each header balance tube,
which remains closed to enhance mid-range and low-rpm power, then opens at high rpm to add
significant top-end power. Each forged aluminum piston has short skirts and cutaway sides to
reduce weight and friction, a DLC-coated wrist pin to reduce friction and a carefully shaped
piston dome to increase compression while also enhancing combustion efficiency. The
L-shaped upper compression ring is pushed out against the cylinder wall by combustion
pressure, reducing blow-by and improving sealing. The oil control ring features a
chrome-nitride coating, which is harder and smoother than conventional chrome plating,
reducing friction, increasing durability, and also enhancing sealing. Each one has a single
butterfly valve controlled by an advanced electronic engine management system, and each
cylinder is fed by two ultra-fine-atomization hole injectors. One injector is mounted at a steep
angle in the throttle body itself and operates any time the engine is running. The TFI
showerhead injector delivers additional fuel in an improved spray pattern designed to enhance
combustion efficiency, throttle response and top-end power. As the rider turns the handlebar
twist grip, the ECM reads throttle position, crankshaft position and rpm, gear position, front and
rear wheel speed, IMU position, and exhaust oxygen content. The system then opens or closes
the throttle body butterfly valves and increases or reduces the amount of fuel injected to
maximize intake charge velocity and produce the most efficient and complete combustion
possible. The result is more linear throttle response along with more power, more torque and
reduced emissions across the rev range. The S-DSI system delivers advantages of
variable-length intake funnels or velocity stacks without extra weight, complexity, or cost. The
S-DSI funnels use a stacked, dual-stage design, with a longer funnel positioned over a short
funnel, and a gap in between. The dual-stage S-DSI funnels are fitted to cylinders 1 and 4, with
conventional funnels fitted to cylinders 2 and 3. Shorter conventional funnels are better for
high-rpm power and longer conventional funnels are better for low and mid-range power.
Thanks to the physics of air flow, S-DSI funnels provide the best of both, acting like a longer
funnel at low and mid rpm, and acting like a shorter funnel at higher rpm. At low and mid rpm,
most of the air flows through the longer, upper funnel into the short funnel, increasing low-end
and mid-range power. At higher rpm, more air flows around the base of the longer upper funnel
and directly into the short lower funnel, increasing top-end power. Using two S-DSI funnels and
two conventional funnels helps produce a broader powerband and a seamless transition from
low and mid-range into the high-rpm range. The pistons are carried by chrome-molybdenum
steel connecting rods with a carburized surface treatment to increase strength. Cutouts in the
sides of the cylinder bores below the piston stroke allow air trapped underneath each
descending piston to quickly escape to adjacent cylinders where pistons are rising. The cutouts
minimize internal crankshaft air-pressure resistance to downward piston movement, reducing
mechanical power loss, and contributing to better ring seal. Careful design of internal
passageways increased the rate at which coolant flows through the cylinder head and
dramatically improved heat transfer. A higher-capacity radiator equipped with dual fans helps
make the cooling system more efficient even with a smaller volume of coolant, contributing to

weight reduction. But the gears are redesigned to handle the power increase. The S-CAS design
automatically reduces pressure on the plates, increasing slip and limiting back-torque , during
deceleration, downshifts and hard braking on the racetrack. The system also reduces slip by
increasing mechanical pressure on the plates during acceleration, allowing the use of lighter
clutch springs and making it easier to pull in the clutch lever. The result is strong, linear power
and enhanced acceleration throughout the rpm range. Unlike complicated systems used by
other manufacturers, the SR-VVT system is simpler, more compact, and lighter. The system is
built into the intake cam sprocket and an adjacent guide plate, using 12 steel balls positioned
between slanted radial grooves in the intake cam sprocket and straight radial grooves in the
guide plate attached directly to the camshaft. As centrifugal force moves the balls outward at
high rpm, the offset grooves align, rotating the position of the cam sprocket on the camshaft
and retarding intake cam timing, adding significantly to high-rpm power. The beauty of the
SR-VVT system is in its compact simplicity, light weight, reliability and seamless operation.
Centrifugal force is constantly produced when the engine is running, and is free in that it does
not use power that could otherwise turn the rear wheel. For more than a decade, racers have not
been able to feel when the system moved to change the valve timing. What they have been able
to feel is a seamless, significant increase in high-rpm power, without sacrificing any low or
mid-range. And the system is built into existing parts, takes up no extra room in the engine, with
a minimal weight increase. Monitoring these motorcycle motions in real time allows traction,
braking and cornering control to be more precise and effective. The power mode and level of
TCS intervention can be changed while riding, as long as the throttle is closed. The Motion
Track TCS continuously monitors front and rear wheel speed, throttle position, crankshaft
position, gear position, and motorcycle motion, and quickly reduces engine power output when
a loss of traction is detected or predicted. Power output is controlled by managing ignition
timing and throttle valve position. Motion Track TCS reads sensor input every 4-milliseconds 0.
Modes are designed for racetrack riding; Modes are designed for street riding; and Modes are
designed for slippery road conditions. Modes allow some rear-wheel spin on the racetrack, for
the experienced rider who prefers minimal electronic intervention. When the motorcycle
reaches a specific lean angle, the system softens the throttle response and power delivery for
easier control using the throttle twist grip. When wheel spin or slide is detected, the system
immediately reduces power. Modes are designed for slippery road conditions, and the system
activates earlier than in other modes. The instrument panel indicates what Mode has been
selected, and a light shows when Motion Track TCS intervention is active. The system makes it
easier to pull away from a standstill or maneuver in heavy traffic or through a crowded parking
lot. The dual processor ECM also runs a one-touch Suzuki Easy Start system, and an idle-speed
system, which improves cold starting, reduces cold-start emissions and stabilizes engine idle
under various conditions, based on coolant temperature. The quick shift system allows the rider
to upshift smoothly and quickly at full throttle, without closing the throttle. The system
automatically interrupts power delivery just long enough between 50 and 75 milliseconds,
depending upon the sensitivity adjustment to unload the transmission gear dogs and allow a
clean upshift, producing smoother, almost uninterrupted acceleration. For quicker and
smoother downshifts without manually blipping the throttle twist grip or using the clutch, the
system automatically opens the throttle valves just enough to increase rpm and match engine
speed to the next-lower gear ratio. The quick shift system monitors shift-linkage stroke and
shift-cam rotation as well as engine rpm. The previous generation GSX-R has won many
national and world championship races and titles around the world. But professional racers
asked for more front-end feel and feedback under racing conditions. To find the room to reduce
the distance from the front axle to the swingarm pivot, the engineers reduced the forward angle
at which the cylinders are inclined from vertical, from 32 degrees to 26 degrees. That made the
engine shorter from the front of the cylinder head to the rear of the crankcases, and provided
the room. But re-routing the oil passageways in the crankcases made the engine 6. The frame is
60 mm wider and stronger at the rear engine mounts, reducing vibration. The design eliminates
the internal cartridge assembly used in conventional forks and instead uses a larger piston
riding against the inside wall of the inner fork tube itself. The design responds well to small
bumps with more effective compression damping, especially during hard braking on the
racetrack. BPF forks feature adjustable rebound damping, compression damping and spring
preload. Both improve cornering traction by delivering smoother, more controlled travel and
doing a better job of dealing with pavement imperfections. Brembo stainless steel brake discs
are 10 mm larger in diameter, measuring mm. The Brembo T-drive floating mounts are lighter
yet have more contact area between the disc and inner carrier, requiring fewer mounts 10 than
conventional mounts alone 12 , minimizing the weight gain from the larger discs. But T-drive
mounts can also produce an audible rattle in certain conditions. Conventional spring-loaded pin

mounts are slightly heavier and produce a smaller contact area, but are quieter. Using a
combination of T-drive and pin mounts reduces rattle as well as requiring fewer mounting
points. The rear brake system uses a single-piston caliper and a mm disc. The end of the front
brake lever is slotted to reduce the chance that wind pressure will induce brake drag at high
speed. Light-weight, 6-spoke cast aluminum wheels contribute to nimble handling and sporty
appearance. The lower leading edge of the fairing nose directs air into Suzuki Ram-Air Direct
SRAD intake ducts, which have a smoother internal shape that increases the flow of pressurized
air into the air cleaner box. The fairing radiator cowl projects forward on each side, directing
more cooling air into the radiator itself. The shape of the front fender increases down force,
smoothes the flow of cooling air into the radiator and increases the air reaching the front brake
calipers. The bodywork has a more connected flow line from the fairing nose to the tail section.
It has a smaller frontal projected area and smoother wind-tunnel-developed lines, reducing the
coefficient of drag and also reducing lift at racetrack speeds. And it directs the air flow to
improve engine and brake cooling while also increasing down force, rider wind protection, and
engine efficiency. Which means that besides looking great, the bodywork also helps the GSX-R
run, turn, and stop on the racetrack. Using IMU input, the Motion Track Brake System reduces
rear-wheel lift during very hard braking on the racetrack, and is especially effective on downhill
sections of track. Please always ride at a safe speed for road and weather conditions, including
while cornering. The upper rear shock mount is moved back by 48 mm and down by 20 mm,
making room for a race team to install a modified fuel tank for longer-distance events. An
aluminum swingarm is braced on both sides instead of on one, to improve weight and rigidity
balance. The riding positionâ€”defined by the relative positioning of the footpegs, the seat and
the handlebarsâ€”is unchanged. The fuel tank is narrower and sleeker, making it easier for the
rider to move from side to side and quickly change direction on a racetrack. The tank is also
easier for the rider to grip with their knees while entering hard-braking corners on the racetrack,
and the shape of the tank flows seamlessly into the seat and tail section. The BFF system
equalizes or balances oil pressure above and below the solid internal piston as it moves,
pushing oil out of the fork leg or shock and through damping circuits that run to the other side
of the piston, where it is drawn back into the fork leg or shock. Both models have an automatic
steering damper. The ECM monitors wheel speed and uses a solenoid to move a tapered needle
in an oil passageway to adjust oil flow, increasing damping force at higher speeds and reducing
damping force for lighter steering at lower speeds. Once launch control is selected using a
switch on the right handlebar, the system engages special maps controlling throttle valve
opening and ignition timing. The system monitors throttle twist grip position, throttle valve
position, engine rpm, gear position, front wheel speed, and rear wheel speed. At the moment of
launch, the system is set to hold the engine at ideal rpm for an effective launch. Once the clutch
lever is released and the clutch engaged, rpm is no longer limited but throttle opening is
controlled to keep the engine at the ideal torque for strong acceleration. The launch control
system not only helps the rider get a good initial launch, but also helps reduce the need to close
the throttle twist grip prematurely. It does so by working with Motion Track TCS and controlling
throttle valve opening and ignition timing while monitoring front and rear wheel speeds. The
launch control system automatically disengages when the rider upshifts into fourth gear or
closes the throttle twist grip. Using the SDMS switch on the left handlebar, the rider can select
three different mapping and engine power delivery settings designed to match power delivery to
various ambient conditions, such as riding on different racetracks, or on tight and twisty roads,
or in urban settings, or in traffic, or on straight and open highways. The rider can change the
power mode while riding, as long as the throttle is closed. Note: Full power is available in all
three modes. The low-beam and high-beam elements are stacked, with the low beam positioned
above the high beam. Both the standard and R models feature LED elements for the vertical
taillight and brake light assembly, as well as for the license plate light. The LED license plate
light is about half the size and significantly lighter than a conventional bulb, yet produces more
light and is better at resisting vibration, allowing the rear fender assembly to be lighter. Not
available in North American market. The dash is brighter and easier to read, and incorporates
SDMS mode and Motion Track TCS level indicators as well as a fuel gauge and readouts
showing instantaneous or average fuel consumption, ambient temperature, freeze indicator and
service reminders. Other features include a relocated, more visible shift light and the usual
speedometer, tachometer, odometer, tripmeter, clock, lap time, and water temperature displays.
Other indicators include neutral, high beam, turn signal, and ABS operation. The gear position
indicator is linked to a more accurate magnetic sensor. All lights and indicators are illuminated
in the photo for illustrative purposes. The King Of Sportbikes is back, better than ever, ready to
reign. It is the culmination of more than 30 years of reliable GSX-R performance, innovation,
domination and unmatched value. It is the physical embodiment of the pride and passion and

expertise and determination of a Suzuki engineering team that loves riding and racing like life
itself. Built with pride and passion in what the name GSX-R represents. With expertise
developed over more than three decades of GSX-R performance. It is a machine designed to
turn a simple expression of what really mattersâ€”Run, Turn, Stopâ€”into the powerful
combination of acceleration, cornering, and braking that makes this the most awesome GSX-R
ever produced. Air cleaner box and throttle body. Own The Racetrack. An Integrated Design.
Ride By Wire Throttle Bodies. VVT mechanism. VVT low rpm. VVT high rpm. Broad Power
System. S-DSI funnels. Air flow Image. Low rev Range. High rev Range. SET-A valves.
Packaging The Engine And Chassis. Low RPM Assist. Suzuki Easy Start System. Bi-Directional
Quick Shift System. Proven Showa Suspension. Improved Aerodynamics. Motion Track Brake
System. Photo : model. Photo: GSX-R Left control switch. Frame GSX-R BPF forks. SHOWA rear
shock. Brembo front brake disc. Brembo front brake caliper. Photo : model Aerodynamic
bodywork. Advanced Lighting And Instrumentation. LED Headlight. Full LCD instrument cluster.
Suzuki VR Experience. Suzuki Experience. Wet sump 6-speed constant mesh 1. All rights
reserved. Engine Design. Electronic Control Design. Chassis Design. Electronic Design. The
model designations listed above and throughout this website are used for reference and fitment
purposes only. No affiliation exists between Wiseco Piston Inc. The use of any trademark or
other proprietary designation of OEM models in this website should not be construed as
indicating sponsorship or official approval by the manufacturer. This site uses cookies. By
continuing to use this website you are giving consent to cookies being used. For more
information visit our Privacy Policy. Custom Piston Form. Forged Pistons High performance
forged pistons with race proven design. Aerospace alloy,CNC machining, more Race tested
crankshaft assemblies, more Accessories Premium gasket kits for better sealing, high grade
titanium rings, jetting kits, pins, bearings, more Below are just a few of the many applications
we offer, if you would like to see a complete listing, please click HERE. Wiseco has been making
forged pistons and performance parts for Street Bikes for decades and is still going strong by
providing reliable race proven parts that offer better than OEM performance at a reasonable
price. Extensive engineering goes into each Wiseco Motorcycle part to provide maximum
horsepower and torque for everyday street bikes to the AMA Superbike Racers. The same
dedication and engineering go into our camshafts, valves, crankshafts, connecting rods, and all
the matching accessories. More details about the engineering behind our parts can be found by
clicking the links below. Wiseco has built its reputation in the racing industry by sponsoring
winning riders all over the world. Top teams have been winning with Wiseco for over 75 years,
so why should you consider any alternative! By having engineers and sales staff in the field we
are in tune with the most popular models and upcoming releases from OEM's. We offer
countless products for each manufacturer ranging from the latest model releases to popular
models released throughout history. We can also make custom pistons for just about any model
if your order meets our minimum quantity guideline. Please use our Contact Us page to email
questions about this website or other questions regarding products. The limited-edition
motorcycle will pay homage to all the Suzuki MotoGP championships won over the years. The
new motorcycle has been launched to commemorate its victory of the MotoGP championship.
Each colour is then complemented by the liveries of MotoGP championship-winning bikes from
the brand. This includes the white and red paint scheme livery similar to Barry Sheen's bike
ridden in the year and The limited-edition motorcycle will also feature a pillion seat cowl and an
Akrapovic exhaust system as standard. It produces a maximum of The engine comes mated to a
six-speed gearbox along with a slip-assisted clutch and a Suzuki Bi-Directional Quick Shift
System. It offers a host of information to the rider. All the electronics on the motorcycle are
controlled via the LCD panel and the switchgear on the handlebar. Suspension duties on the
motorcycle are handled by a 43 mm Showa Balance Free Front BFF forks at the front and a
mono-shock setup at the rear also sourced from Showa. Braking on the motorcycle is done via
dual mm disc-brake with radially mounted callipers at the front and a mm single disc brake at
the rear sourced from Brembo. While superbike buyers in the country would like to own these
rare and limited-edition motorcycles, sadly the Suzuki GSX-R R Legend Edition will not be
reaching Indian shores. The limited-edition motorcycle pay homage to all the racing riders and
their machines who have over the year put the brand on the map. Along with the exclusivity, the
GSX-R R also comes equipped with top-spec hardware and electronic rider-aids. Get the Best
Drivespark Stories. Subscribe Now notifications. India - 11,, World - ,, Hide Sample. For Daily
Email Alerts. Must Watch. Don't Miss! Most Read Articles. Get The Best Drivespark Stories!
Allow Notifications. You have already subscribed. Read more on: suzuki motorcycle. Best Cars
in India. Best Mileage Cars in India. Best Bikes in India. Notification Settings X Time Settings.
Clear My notification inbox. Clear Notification X Do you want to clear all the notifications from
your inbox? Yes No. Settings X. Race-ready, iconic GSX-R styling provides sharp looks and a

slippery shape with deep, rich paint. Riders can choose between Glass Sparkle Black or Pearl
Glacier White colors, each with monochromatic graphics and color-matched cast aluminum
wheels. The twin-spar aluminum frame effectively connects the steering head with the swingarm
pivot portion of the chassis in a way that balances light weight and strength. The engine is
suspended below the frame to keep mass low and the wheelbase short to promote nimble
handling. Twin Brembo Monobloc, radially mounted front brake calipers grasp fully floating
stainless steel brake rotors to deliver strong stopping power. The energy-efficient engine
employs forged pistons, shot-peened connecting rods, chrome-nitride-coated upper
compression and oil control rings, and pentagonal ventilation holes to reduce frictional and
mechanical losses. Camshafts with aggressive valve-lift profiles were developed using proven
MotoGP racing engine technology â€” the first time this method has been applied to a
production Suzuki. Lightweight titanium alloy valves are controlled by single-coil valve springs
to reduce valve train mass, reducing mechanical losses at high rpm. Suzuki Dual Throttle Valve
SDTV fuel injection uses eight fine-spray eight-hole injectors for improved fuel atomization,
which contributes to more complete combustion. An Engine Control Module ECM provides
state-of-the-art engine management and has enhanced settings to suit the intake and exhaust
systems, resulting in better fuel economy and linear throttle response. Advanced,
MotoGP-developed transistorized ignition control programming helps maintain more precise
spark timing across the range of engine speed and temperature. Suzuki Drive Mode Selector
S-DMS offers push-button selection of two racing-developed engine control maps to suit road
or track conditions and personal tastes. Four-into-one stainless steel exhaust system with a
titanium muffler is fitted with a Suzuki Exhaust Tuning SET valve that maximizes torque and
improves throttle response, especially in the low- to mid-rpm range. The close-ratio six-speed
transmission features a taller first-gear ratio and shorter ratios for second, third, fourth, and
sixth gears, making it easier for a racer to get a good start while improving straight-line
acceleration and drive out of corners. Race-proven back-torque-limiting clutch contributes to
smoother downshifting and corner entry. Lightweight and compact twin-spar aluminum alloy
frame is constructed of five cast sections to produce a balance of light weight and strength.
Single Showa rear shock absorber features externally adjustable rebound and compression
damping, along with adjustable ride height. Electronically controlled steering damper provides
lighter steering at slower speeds and more damping force at racetrack and highway speeds.
Front brakes with fully floating mm discs are grasped by radial-mount, four-piston Brembo
Monobloc calipers. Three-spoke cast aluminum alloy wheels are shod with lightweight,
high-grip front and rear tires for sharp handling. Three-way adjustable foot pegs, adjustable
shift lever and short fuel tank help compose a comfortable riding position that permits the rider
movement required for performance riding. Trim, simple, and lightweight bodywork creates an
exciting, aerodynamic style that truly works well at speed. Distinctive multi-reflector headlight
with vertically stacked high- and low-beam halogen bulbs is centered between position lights on
each side. Bright, durable LED tail light, with clear lens. The front turn signals are integrated
into the rearview mirrors while the rear tail section houses the rear signals. Attention to rider
comfort and confidence includes a carefully shaped seat with a high-grip cover. Optional single
seat cowl can replace the passenger seat for an even more aggressive look or for use on solo
rides or track days. You are now leaving Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. You can also visit your
local Suzuki dealer for more financing options. Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. Here are dealers
near " " Select Your Dealer. Suzuki motorcycle and ATV dealers are independently owned and
operated businesses. In the event that the selected dealer is unable to respond to your inquiry,
your contact information may be forwarded to the next closest operating Suzuki dealer. Whether
you're carving through your favorite canyon or dominating the racetrack, it offers unparalleled
per
1991 ford f150 xlt lariat owners manual
buick encore owners manual
saab 900 enduro
formance. A compact, powerful, four-cylinder engine demonstrates the advanced race-proven
technology of the GSX-R line when you hit the throttle and push it to redline, while supremely
refined suspension systems front and rear help provide precise, responsive handling. Wrapped
in aerodynamic and lightweight bodywork that's lifted from the racetrack, the GSX-R can not
only win races, it can Find a Dealer. There was an error loading these images. Key Features.
Engine Features. Chassis Features. Additional Features. Compression Ratio Overall Width mm
Wheelbase mm Ground Clearance mm 5. Seat Height mm Curb Weight kg lb. Warranty month
unlimited mileage limited warranty Extension Longer coverage periods with other benefits
available through Suzuki Extended Protection SEP. Thank you for visiting our website. Please

visit again soon. Estimated Payment. No dealers within range! Back You Have Selected:. First
Name. Last Name. Email Address. Zip Code. Subscribe to our Newsletter. Proceed Cancel.

